Selecting the most appropriate data examples to present a deep neural network (DNN) at different stages of training is an unsolved challenge. Though practitioners typically ignore this problem, a non-trivial data scheduling method may result in a significant improvement in both convergence and generalization performance. In this paper, we introduce Self-Paced Learning with Adaptive Deep Visual Embeddings (SPL-ADVisE), a novel end-to-end training protocol that unites self-paced learning (SPL) and deep metric learning (DML). We leverage the Magnet Loss to train an embedding convolutional neural network (CNN) to learn a salient representation space. The student CNN classifier dynamically selects similar instance-level training examples to form a mini-batch, where the easiness from the cross-entropy loss and the true diverseness of examples from the learned metric space serve as sample importance priors. To demonstrate the effectiveness of SPL-ADVisE, we use deep CNN architectures for the task of supervised image classification on several coarse-and fine-grained visual recognition datasets. Results show that, across all datasets, the proposed method converges faster and reaches a higher final accuracy than other SPL variants, particularly on fine-grained classes.
Introduction
The standard method for training deep neural networks (DNNs) is stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which employs backpropagation to compute gradients. It typically relies on fixedsize mini-batches of random samples drawn from a finite dataset. However, the contribution of each sample during model training varies across training iterations and configurations of the model's parameters [15] . This raises the importance of data scheduling for training DNNs; that is, searching for an optimal ordering of training examples that are presented to the model. Previous studies on curriculum learning (CL) [3] show that organizing training samples based on the ascending order of difficulty can be favourable for model training. However, in CL, the curriculum remains fixed over the iterations and is determined without any knowledge or introspection of the model's learning. Self-paced learning [14] presents c 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
arXiv:1807.09200v1 [cs. LG] 24 Jul 2018 a method for dynamically generating a curriculum by biasing samples based on their easiness under the current model parameters. This can lead to a highly imbalanced selection of samples, i.e. very few instances of some classes are chosen, which negatively affects the training process due to overfitting. Loshchilov and Hutter [19] propose a simple batch selection strategy based on the loss values of training data for speeding up neural network training. However, the approach is computationally expensive and the results are inconclusive, as it achieves high performance on MNIST, but fails on CIFAR-10. Their work reveals that selecting the examples to present to a DNN is non-trivial, yet the strategy of uniformly sampling the training data set is not necessarily the optimal choice.
Jiang et al. [11] show that partitioning the data into groups with respect to diversity and easiness in their self-paced learning with diversity (SPLD) framework, can have a substantial effect on training. Rather than constraining the model to limited groups, they propose to spread the sample selection as wide as possible to obtain diverse samples of similar easiness. However, their use of K-Means and Spectral Clustering to partition the data into groups can lead to sub-optimal clustering results when learning non-linear feature representations. Therefore, learning an appropriate metric by which to capture similarity among arbitrary groups of data is of great practical importance. Deep metric learning (DML) approaches have recently attracted considerable attention and have been the focus of numerous studies [2, 24] . The most common methods are supervised, where a feature space in which distance corresponds to class similarity is obtained. The Magnet Loss [23] presents state-of-the-art performance on fine-grained classification tasks. Song et al. [28] show that it achieves stateof-the-art on clustering and retrieval tasks.
This paper makes two key contributions toward scheduling data examples in the minibatch setting: (1) We propose a general sample selection framework called Self-Paced Learning with Adaptive Deep Visual Embeddings (SPL-ADVisE) that is independent of model architecture or objective, and learns when to introduce certain samples to the DNN during training. (2) To our knowledge, we are the first to leverage metric learning to improve SPL. We exploit a new type of knowledge -similar instance-level samples are discovered through an embedding network trained by DML concurrently with the self-paced learner.
Related Work
Learning Small and Easy. The perspective of "starting small and easy" for structuring the learning regimen of neural networks dates back decades to [5] . Recent studies show that selecting a subset of good samples for training a classifier can lead to better results than using all the samples [15, 17] . Pioneering work in this direction is CL [3] , which introduced a heuristic measure of easiness to determine the selection of samples from the training data. By comparison, SPL [14] quantifies the easiness by the current sample loss. The training instances with loss values larger than a threshold, λ , are neglected during training and λ dynamically increases in the training process to include more complex samples, until all training instances are considered. Previous studies prove that CL and SPL strategies are instrumental in avoiding bad local minima and improving generalization [7, 12, 22] . This theory has been widely applied to various problems, including visual tracking [9] , medical imaging analysis [18] , and person re-identification [33] . In CL, the increasing entropy theory shows that a curriculum should progressively increase the diversity of training examples during learning. An effective SPL strategy should generate a curriculum that includes easy and diverse examples that are sufficiently dissimilar from what a DNN has already learned.
In SPLD [11] , training data are pre-clustered in order to balance the selection of the easiest samples with a sufficient inter-cluster diversity. However, the clusters and the feature space are fixed: they do not depend on the current self-paced training iteration. Adaptation of this method to a deep learning scenario, where the feature space changes during learning, is non-trivial. Our self-paced sample selection framework targets a similar goal but obtains diversity of samples through a DML approach to adaptively sculpt a representation space by autonomously identifying and respecting intra-class variation and inter-class similarity.
Learning the Metric Space. Deep metric learning has gained much popularity in recent years, along with the success of deep learning. The objective of DML is to learn a distance metric consistent with a given set of constraints, which usually aim to minimize the distances between pairs of data points from the same class and maximize the distances between pairs of data points from different classes. DML approaches have shown promising results on various tasks, such as zero-shot learning [6] , face recognition [24] , and feature matching [4] . DML can also be used for challenging, extreme classification settings, where the number of classes is very large and the number of examples per class becomes scarce. Most DML methods define the loss in terms of pairs [27] , triplets [30] or n-pair tuples [26] inside the training mini-batch. These methods require a separate data preparation stage, which has a very expensive time and space cost. Also, they do not take the global structure of the embedding space into consideration, which can result in reduced clustering. An alternative is the Magnet Loss [23] , DML via Facility Location [28] , and Class-Conditional Metric Learning (CCML) [10] , which do not require the training data to be preprocessed in rigid paired format and are aware of the global structure of the embedding space. Our work employs the Magnet Loss to learn a representation space, where we compute centroids on the raw features and then update the learned representation continuously.
To our knowledge, the concept of employing DML for SPL-based DNN training has not been investigated. Effectively, a deep CNN trained by the Magnet Loss learns a representation in which a clustering of that space represents the diversity of the data. A student model exploits this space by forming dynamic mini-batches that select samples based on true diverseness defined by that clustering and easiness defined by the student's current loss. Our architecture combines the strength of adaptive sampling, the efficiency of mini-batch online learning, and the flexibility of representation learning to form an effective self-paced strategy in an end-to-end DNN training protocol.
Proposed Method
The Self-Paced Learning with Adaptive Deep Visual Embeddings (SPL-ADVisE) framework consists of dual complementary DNNs. An embedding DNN learns a salient representation space, then transfers its knowledge to the self-paced selection strategy for training the second DNN, called the student. In this work, but without loss of generality, we focus on training deep CNNs for the task of supervised image classification. More specifically, an embedding CNN is trained alongside the student CNN of ultimate interest (Figure 1) . In this framework, we want to form mini-batches using the easiness and true diverseness as sample importance priors for the selection of training samples. Given that we are learning the representation space adaptively alongside the student as training progresses, this has negligible computational cost compared to the actual training of the student CNN (see Section 4). The SPL-ADVisE framework, consisting of an embedding CNN that learns a representation for the student CNN to create a self-paced strategy based on easiness and true diverseness as sample importance priors.
Embedding CNN
Though there are many possible DML frameworks from which to choose, we adopt the Magnet Loss [23] because of its strong empirical gains relative to popular baselines such as the margin-based Triplet loss and softmax regression. Assuming we have a training set with N input-label pairs D = {x n , y n } N n=1 , the Magnet Loss learns the distribution of distances for each example, to K clusters assigned for each class, c, denoted as {I c k } K k=1 ∀ C classes. The mapping of inputs to representation space are parameterized by f(·; Θ), where their representations are defined as r n = {f(x n ; Θ)} N n=1 . The cluster assignments are then repositioned using an intermediate K-Means++ clustering [1] . Therefore, for each class c, we have,
The class and assigned cluster centre of r are defined as C(r) and µ c k , respectively. The optimized indices are represented by I, while the indices that are the variates of the optimization are represented by I. In the training procedure, the embedding CNN constructs mini-batches with neighbourhood sampling, where we sample a local neighbourhood at each iteration.
First, a seed cluster is sampled I 1 ∼ p I (·), and then the nearest M − 1 imposter clusters {I m } M m=2 are fetched for I 1 , where M number of mini-batch clusters is chosen to be M ≤ K. The objective of learning the metric is to ensure that nearest neighbours that belong to the same class are clustered together, while imposters are moved away by a large margin. Imposter clusters are considered to be groups of points that have nearest neighbours with different labels, i.e. clusters of examples from different classes. Finally, B training
. The p I (·) and p I m (·) choices enable us to adapt to the current distributions of each example in the representation space. Therefore, during training, contested neighbourhoods with large cluster overlap can be targeted and reprehended.
The losses of each example are stored and the average loss L is computed during training. Hence, the stochastic approximation of the Magnet Loss can be more formally described as:
where {·} + is the hinge function, α ∈ R is the desired separation parameter, the cluster mean is µ m = . A K-Means cluster index is used to capture the distribution of c in the embedding space for all classes C. A cluster refresh interval R is used to reinitialize each index using K-Means++. We pause the embedding CNN training and perform forward passes of all inputs to get the representations r n to be indexed. The cost of K-Means++ clustering is negligible because the cluster index is not refreshed frequently and we only run forward passes of the inputs [23] . The process for training the embedding CNN is provided in Algorithm 1. Input :
Compute L(Θ) as in Eq. 1. 
SPL-ADVisE Framework
The aim of SPL-ADVisE can be formally described as follows. Let us assume that a training set D consisting of N examples, D = {x n } N n=1 is grouped into K clusters for C classes using Algorithm 1. Therefore, we have {D k } K k=1 , where D k corresponds to the k th cluster, n k is the corresponding number of examples in that cluster and ∑ K k=1 n k = N. The weight vector is denoted accordingly as
Non-zero weights of W are assigned to samples that the student model considers "easy" and non-zero elements are distributed across more clusters to increase diversity. Thus, in the SPL-ADVisE framework, we optimize the following objective:
where L ce is the cross-entropy loss, and λ , γ are the two pacing parameters for sampling based on easiness and the true diverseness as sample importance priors, respectively. The negative l 1 -norm: − W 1 is used to select easy samples over hard samples, as seen in conventional SPL. The negative l 2,1 -norm inherited from the original SPLD algorithm is used to disperse non-zero elements of W across a large number of clusters to obtain a diverse selection of training samples. Therefore, the diversity term
The student CNN receives the up-to-date model parameters θ , a diverse cluster of samples, λ , γ and outputs the optimal W of min W E(θ , W; λ , γ) for extracting the global optimum of this optimization problem. The detailed algorithm to train the student CNN with SPLADVisE is presented in Algorithm 2. Input : D (training data), E (student CNN iterations), {β 1 , β 2 } (pace adaptation parameters) Output: The model parameters θ .
1 Initialize W * , λ , γ ; 2 Update embedding CNN using Algorithm 1, in parallel with steps 3-16.
Get clusters {D k } K k=1 from the embedding CNN. Represent the labels of D k as {y k 1 , . . . , y k n k } and weights as {W k 1 , . . . , W k n k }.
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for each sample i = {1, . . . ,
For any θ , we show how we can solve for the global optimum to min W E(θ , W) in linearithmic time. The alternative search strategy outlined in Algorithm 2 can be easily employed to solve Eq. 2.
Step 11 of Algorithm 2 generalizes the three conditions for selecting samples in terms of both the easiness and the true diverseness. (1) During training, "easy" samples are selected when
Here, SPL-ADVisE effectively becomes SPL because γ = 0, hence the smallest losses from a single cluster are assigned weights. (2) Otherwise in Step 12,
represents the "hard" samples with higher losses. (3) We select other samples by ranking a sample with respect to its loss value within its cluster, denoted by i. Then, we compare the losses to a threshold λ + γ
Step 11 penalizes samples repeatedly selected from the same cluster, seeing as this threshold decreases as the sample's rank i grows. The λ and γ pace parameters are updated at the end of training iteration (Step 16). These two pacing parameters are empirically found by the statistics collected from ranked samples, which is more robust than by setting absolute values for SPL-ADVisE. This is because setting by absolute values can result in selecting too many or too few samples. Specifically, λ and γ are set according to the ranked samples, and then absolute values are calculated accordingly. The two pace adaptation parameters {β 1 , β 2 } in Algorithm 2 are factors that are used to introduce increasingly hard and diverse samples from one iteration to the next.
Compared to the original loss function L ce , it is evident that there is a suppressing effect of the latent SPL loss function on large losses [20] . In SPL-ADVisE, we embed the true diverseness prior, in addition to easiness. We can encode these two priors into the latent variables as a regularizer and avoid unreasonable local minima. This allows us to select high-confidence samples that are dispersed across the input space, incrementally learning meaningful knowledge through robust guidance. As a result, we produce a training scheme that exploits a diverse curriculum consisting of easy samples from multiple clusters within a learned representation space.
Experiments
All experiments were conducted using the PyTorch framework, while leveraging containerized multi-GPU training on NVIDIA P100 Pascal GPUs through Docker. We compared our SPL-ADVisE framework against the original SPLD algorithm and Random Sampling on FashionMNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. We tried 5 different combinations of {β 1 , β 2 } for SPL-ADVisE, and determined that β 1 = 0.1 and β 2 = 0.1 provided the best combination with the smallest error rate. The embedding CNN is trained in parallel with the student CNN. The computational requirement of training the embedding CNN is mitigated by leveraging multiprocessing for parallel computing to share data between processes locally using arrays and values. In our experiments, we mainly compare convergence in terms of number of mini-batches required to achieve a comparable state-of-the-art test performance. We also visualize the original high-dimensional representations using t-SNE [29] , where the different colours correspond to different classes and the values to density estimates.
FashionMNIST. In the experiments for FashionMNIST [31] , we extract feature embeddings from a LeNet [16] as the embedding CNN, and learn a representation space using the Magnet Loss. The fully-connected layer of the LeNet is replaced with an embedding layer for compacting the distribution of the learned features for feature similarity comparison using the Magnet Loss. The student CNN (classifier) was a ResNet-18 [8] , which we then trained with our SPL-ADVisE framework. The embedding CNN was trained with mini-batches of size 64 and optimized using Adam with a learning rate of 0.0001. The classifier is trained using SGD with Nesterov momentum of 0.9, weight decay of 0.0005, and a learning rate of 0.001. We performed data augmentation on the FashionMNIST training set with normalization, random horizontal flip, random vertical flip, random translation, random crop, and random rotation. As shown in Table 1 , the SPL-ADVisE framework results in an increase in test accuracy by between 0.95 and 1.35 percentage points on FashionMNIST. uler used for training the WideResNet was identical to the CIFAR-10 experiments. A data augmentation scheme was not applied on the CIFAR-100 dataset. The results in Figure 3( 
Discussion
We have shown that fusing a salient non-linear representation space with a dynamic learning strategy can help a DNN converge towards an optimal solution. A random curriculum or a dynamic learning strategy without a good representation space was found to achieve a lower test accuracy or converge more slowly than SPL-ADVisE. Biasing samples based on the easiness and true diverseness to select mini-batches shows improvement in convergence to achieve classification performance comparable or better than the baselines, Random Sampling and SPLD. As shown in Table 1 , the student CNN models show increased accuracy on FashionMNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100 with our SPL-ADVisE sampling method. It is to be noted that the SPL-ADVisE framework improves the performance of complex convolutional architectures which already leverage regularization techniques such as batch normalization, dropout, and data augmentation. We see that the improvements on coarse-grained datasets such as FashionMNIST, SVHN, and CIFAR-10 are between 0.27 and 2.22 percentage points. On a fine-grained dataset like CIFAR-100, it is more challenging to obtain a high classification accuracy. This is because there are a 100 fine-grained classes but the number of training instances for each class is small. We have only 500 training images and 100 testing images per class. In addition, the dataset contains images of low quality and images where only part of the object is visible (i.e. for a person, only head or only body). However, we show that with SPL-ADVisE, we can attain a significant increase in accuracy by 3.81 and 4.75 percentage points over the baselines SPLD and Random Sampling, respectively. The mix of easy and diverse samples from a more accurate representation space of the data helps select appropriate samples during different stages of training and guide the network to achieve a higher classification accuracy, especially for more difficult fine-grained classification tasks. The embedding CNN that leverages the Magnet Loss is used to obtain the true diverseness because, unlike other DML loss functions, the Magnet Loss forms clusters. This made it a natural choice, seeing as we need clusters for our notion of diversity derived from SPLD. The Magnet Loss is designed to operate on entire regions of the embedding space that the examples inhabit. Moreover, the Magnet Loss learns to model the distributions of different classes in the representation space and reduces local distribution overlap. Although we propose to use the Magnet Loss to train the embedding CNN, it is still possible to use other DML loss functions, as long as they are capable of forming clusters in the representation space. To summarize, we do not restrict the embedding network to utilize a particular deep network objective or architecture. It is designed to be modular such that we can experiment with different DML techniques that could provide optimal clustering results. Also, the student network does not depend on what type of embedding network we use, as long as it can determine the diversity prior based on clusters identified in the representation space.
Conclusion
We introduced SPL-ADVisE, an end-to-end representation learning SPL strategy for adaptive mini-batch formation. Our method uses an embedding CNN for learning an expressive representation space through a DML technique called the Magnet Loss. The student CNN is a classifier that can exploit this new knowledge from the representation space to place the true diverseness and easiness as sample importance priors during online minibatch selection. The computational overhead of training two CNNs can be mitigated by training the embedding CNN and student CNN in parallel. SPL-ADVisE achieves good convergence speed and higher test performance on FashionMNIST, SVHN, CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100 using a combination of two CNN architectures. We hope this will help foster progress of end-to-end SPL fused DML strategies for DNN training, where a number of potentially interesting directions can be considered for further exploration. Our framework is implemented in PyTorch and will be released as open-source on GitHub at https: //github.com/vithursant/SPL-ADVisE.
